
A summary of my trip around Australia

Sunday 3rd. April 2011

To

Monday 25th. April 2011

Sun. 3/4/2011

Left home at 6.45am to meet up with friends at the old “Toll Gate” at Glen Osmond who were determined to ensure that I got out of the

state, Marilyn and Trevor, Tom, Cameron and my son, Steven.

              

Marilyn, Trevor and Tom rode with me as far as Tailem Bend and Steven to Keith.

The weather was perfect,  I couldn’t have left on a better day as luck would have it.

A pleasant ride found me for my first night’s stop at Bacchus Marsh at 4.00pm, in time to set up my tent etc..



Mon. 4/4/2011

Departed Bacchus Marsh at 8.30am, travelled the new Western Ring Route around Melbourne with quite a delay in parts because of the

massive ongoing road works. Extensive, intermittent road work, all the way to the N.S.W. border. Raining now, coffee stop near Seymour and

on into N.S.W. where there are major road re-alignment and construction  operations.  On to Yass to set up camp in the Council Caravan Park

which was quite OK with good amenities etc.. A very enjoyable meal, at the Services Club.

Tues. 5/4/2011

Left Yass at 8.30am, beautiful clear blue sky day which soon changed. Miserable intermittent heavy showers, all day and to make it even more

exciting, through Sydney as well. All went well and I soon found myself heading up the Newcastle Expressway.

I had intended to overnight at Bulahdelah but time was going OK so to arrive at my sister’s earlier the next day, I pushed on to Kempsey to a

motel that Helena and I had stayed at last year. A bit wet for tenting.

After a bit of a damp day, a roast lamb dinner at the R.S.L. club satisfied me for the day.

Wed. 6/4/2011

Kempsey was in my mirrors as I travelled the last leg before a couple of nights at my sister’s place at the “Royal Pines” on the Gold Coast.

Leaving Kempsey at 7.15am into the rain, quite heavy in places, it finally cleared up a little, the closer I got to her place.



My GPS decided to chuck a fit, in fact wouldn’t do anything in the end, so after settling in at my sister’s, we went hunting around for a

replacement. Luckily we didn’t find what I was looking for because eventually I got it to work, some of the time.

Thurs. 7/4/2011

Day off with Margaret. Went shopping with her for a Karcher that she had her eye on. What better way to show her how they work than to

assemble it and wash my bike. The lady next door proffered the opinion that I would now make it rain. Wrong that day but during the night,

boy did it change.

Frid. 8/4/2011

And away we go off up the coast, next stop, drop in for a coffee with my friends Uwe and Carole at Buderim, but before getting to his place,

the Toll Way around Brisbane. Stop, start, busy because of the rain, few people were using public transport, all in their cars attempting to

get to work.  Very heavy rain 50k’s before Buderim, arriving at Uwe’s at 10.05am. After chin wagging, coffee and cake-ing for 2 hours,

northwards into continuing bad weather, until Tiaro, just south of Maryborough, well then it really came down, in fact I saw 2 accidents,

which were on TV that night.

My wet weather gear, boots and gloves were absolutely saturated, but luckily I was dry. With the number of trucks, and the volume of other

traffic, the extremely heavy rain, the spray made it quite dangerous travelling, so I reckoned the safest and best thing was to pull into the

first motel I came to, irrespective of the price or quality, what a good move that was. Had a lovely big, reasonably priced unit all to myself.



This was at a little town named Gin Gin, about 90k’s short of my aim for the day but I reckoned picking that up easily enough in the days to

come.

After a meal at a pub just up the road, settle down for a relaxing feet up night watching telly and allowing my gear to drip dry, which by

morning it had done.

Sat. 9/4/2011

Not a good day for me today, think I tore one of my 3 hernias a bit.

Getting the bike off the centre stand is a bit of an effort sometimes, with the weight, and pushing it off this day, after about 3 go’s, I felt

something pull or tear, I don’t know, but I was in quite a bit of pain. I figured on keeping going for now, see how it went with perhaps a visit

the hospital in Mt. Isa.

So forever onwards, Rockhampton, then west through Blackwater, the home of Queensland’s coal, and Emerald.

Nice looking country out there with plenty of cotton growing and being harvested. The photo below shows one of these cotton fields.



I had intended to overnight at Barcaldine, the home of the Labour Party, that night but because of my un-well state decided to call it a day a

bit earlier at a very small place called Alpha, again about 140K’s short of my day’s goal. Good camp kitchen with all the usual facilities but

something I haven’t experienced so far this trip, the bloody mozzies. Everything is lush and green, in fact all I have seen so far of

Queensland has been lush and green.

Sun. 10/4/2011

Left Alpha at 8.05am and on to Winton which is an interesting town that has several points of interest about it. It is the home of the

Dinosaurs, it has Arno’s wall, 2 walls which have been built using every conceivable piece of scrap you could imagine, from car engines to milk

churns to cash registers to old hand pump petrol bowsers etc. etc., it also has a fairly new truck and transport museum, Helena and I were at

the official opening of that in 2007, and bi-annually in the odd numbered years, they hold the Winton Festival which can only be described as

being very different, in a nice way, and well worth a visit.

On through Cloncurry, also of some fame regarding Qantas with mail flights etc., and finally to Mt.Isa.

What a long day today with me still not feeling 100%, flat, sparse country, no radio reception, (I add that I wired my bike’s radio to enable

my  earmolds to be plugged in, the absolute best mod. I did) and I get tired of my MP3 music after a few hours, nothing much to look at and

with very little traffic in this part of the world.

I had calculated my fuel consumption to get me comfortably to Mt. Isa and with a tail wind reckoned this would be fine. What I did not count

on was that way out here with no one around my speed crept up a “little” so consumption increased a little as well. However, the wind also



changed from a side/tail to side wind, further adding to my fuel use-age. And then to my consternation, my fuel light came on. The BMW

manual for this bike tells that there is a 4 litre reserve but I still have 82Km’s to go. If you have been east of Mt. Isa, you will know that it is

quite hilly, not conducive to obtaining high fuel mileage, never the less I pressed on very conservatively and made for the first and nearest

fuel outlet in Mt. Isa. I had made it, just. The tank holds 25litres and put in 24.4, not much to spare.

Booked myself in to the Top Tourist caravan park, tent up, showered and a courtesy bus ride to the “Buff’s” club in town for a nice beer and

decent but quite expensive meal. Had my second longest ride today of 930 K’s. so felt like the nice steak that I enjoyed.

Mon. 11/4/2011

Left Mt. Isa at 8.05am after a good rest and started to feel a little better, so did not visit the hospital.

Off now towards the Three Ways which is at the junction of the Barkly Highway from the east and Stuart highway from the south, just a

few kilometres north of Tennant Creek.

Had a beautiful  hamburger and chips and refuelled at Barkly Homestead with fuel prices starting to climb now, $1.989 per litre.

Still debating over my pain, do I admit defeat and turn south at the 3 ways for Alice Springs and home or do I continue on?. Decided to

continue on to Katherine and assess the situation for the last time.

Acquaintances of Helena and mine, John and Judy, had owned and operated the Renner Springs Road House, Caravan Park, motel for many

years so only natural that I call in to see them.



We last saw them in about 2006 with them telling us that they had bought a little property on the east coast with the idea of one day selling

up at Renner Springs and retiring to there. You guessed it, they sold in October 2008, so I decided not to stay there as planned for the

night.

Another thing that put me off was the new owner, she really seemed to be out to get every dollar she could, how about $2.133 for petrol.

Didn’t really like the overall feel of the place so continued on to a little place we have previously stayed at in our caravanning days, Dunmarra.

Yes they had a little bit of grass for me to put my tent on, $6.50, “that alright?”.  I reckon. No camp kitchen but I had a lovely meal in the

roadhouse and off to bed as today was my longest day of 990km’s, finally I had caught up my lost time and remember this is the N.T. where

the speed limit is now 130 (or so).

Tues. 12/4/2011

Later start today as I only have 310km’s. to Katherine.

Because of all the recent flooding in the “Top End”, there was a lot of water along the roadside, sometimes for kilometres at a time, along

with wash outs and temporary repairs, some of which they had dumped heaps of quite large stones into, making it pretty hairy on a motor

cycle. Along with this water of course were lots of birds.

I saw Brolgas wading about right alongside the road, they took absolutely no notice of me, Bustards, no I’m not swearing at you, they are

commonly known as Bush Turkeys, and all manner of other unknown to me birds, although one got a little close to me. I was travelling at about

120 or so when this bird flew into my front wheel.

A look later revealed blood and guts and feathers spread all around my front rim.

He was spat up under the oil cooler and out between the fuel tank and handle bars, luckily not breaking any wires etc. on the way through.

So here I am still doing about 120 with this pair of red legs flapping in the breeze on the front edge of my fuel tank. I grabbed them and

hurled the remains over my shoulder. I feel a bit bad about that now, I should have at least had the decency to ask him how he felt. I don’t

reckon he had much feeling by then, a quick way to go.



Turn the clock back by ½ hr. for daylight saving to arrive in Katherine at 11.00am. No camp kitchen in the Redgum Tourist Park but was

advised that I could store food in the fridge that was in the laundry, suits me.

Went into town to do shopping for the next 2 days, I’m having a day off tomorrow so 2 nights here, and bought $51.00 worth of food and put

it into the fridge. Nice Bar-B-Q that night, up next morning looking forward to my orange juice followed by bacon and eggs, went to the

fridge, most everything gone. Thieving bastards.

Talking to the park manager and he mentioned all the stray visitors that were in town, they were flooded out of their communities so were all

in town and it was suggested that anything that did not require cooking was fair game, so that’s probably where my tucker went through the

night.

Washed the blood and guts etc. off my bike, in fact put it through a car wash as not only bird “stuff” but change of season sees lots of

Dragon Flies on the go, so they were splattered all over the front as well, and refuelled for a quick get- away tomorrow.

In retrospect I should not have had my lay day off in Katherine because of the weather. The days were pleasant enough but everything was

saturated from the previous rains and with warm to hot days the steam was rising along with my discomfort, very, very humid.

       

Thurs. 14/4/2011



Left Katherine at 8.10am followed by a pretty uneventful day, except for the road works around lots of very badly cut up areas. In one of

these areas, trying to dodge around a hole, I hit one, very, very hard and had visions of a tyre or rim in ruins here, it hit so hard, but no,

everything seemed OK, so onwards bound.

Thought I had picked up dirty fuel along the way here as fuel consumption went up fairly dramatically, from an average of 5.25 lt/100 km to

around 6.8, then realised the Territory speed limit and head/side wind would have a big bearing on consumption.

Still very humid because of all the water around, had enough of it so booked into the Halls Creek motel. She asked whether I would like a

budget or deluxe room, a budget would suit me just fine. What a lovely big room with all mod cons. I thought of 2 questions that I had not

asked on booking, how much was a budget room and where to eat, being informed that the room, remember budget, was $150 and meals

started at $35.00, well I was already booked in so what the heck. Next morning saw me depart the office minus $194.00 for a bed and a

meal, but it was comfortable and the meal was passable but not spectacular.

I had picked up a bit of time by now and was 150km’s further than planned for the day, I was going to camp at Turkey Creek but they had a

lot of flood damage a few weeks ago, in fact the community was evacuated, I didn’t miss much.

Frid. 15/4/2011

Arrived in Broome, our old home town of 12years, and looked up one of our old mates there who was unaware of my trip, I purposely made it a

surprise for him.

Stayed at his place overnight after an Asian take away, which was very enjoyable.

It is 7 years since Helena and I sold up and left Broome, having had one return journey about 4 years ago. What a change.

Our house faced Cable Beach with houses in our street and not much more, now it is real suburbia, see the following photo of the apartments

built there now.



      

Sat. 16/4/2011

Left Des, and Broome behind and headed out around Roebuck bay towards Pt. Hedland. In my tour operating days I travelled this road many,

many times and today I was reminded of how much I dislike this stretch of highway, 600kms of nothing except 2 roadhouses, one 300k’s

from Broome and one a further 150.  Hot and still very boring.

Refuel in Hedland and head off down the inland road to Perth, less tourist traffic, less towns, better and shorter road than the coastal

highway, but beware of mining traffic, every second vehicle seems to be an ore road train, up to 4 trailers of 53.5m long or police escorted

wide loads of all sorts of mining equipment, particularly new partly disassembled mine dump trucks. One truck to carry the chassis and engine,

one to carry the tray body, and a further to carry the wheels and 3m tyres. Because of all this activity , with mines opening up everywhere,

all roadhouses and accommodation people are really trying for every last dollar.

An example of this stood out when I reached Munjina, (known to most as Auski) roadhouse. In my old tour operations with the coaches, we

occasionally stayed there. Last time Helena and I stayed they had budget rooms for $20.00, now $60.00. Other rooms ranged from $160.00

to $230.00 per night, bed only. Meals starting at around $35.00, fuel for my bike $1.82. I did have a good meal there though, probably the

best of my whole trip.

So mining and exploration of minerals might be good for the country in economy but the general public are sure sponsoring it to some extent.



       

Sun. 17/4/2011

Left Auski at 6.55am. Weather wise a bit more comfortable today with a run of 828kms. to Mt. Magnet. Cool in the morning, a bit warmer

later in the day but still fairly hot at Mt. Magnet, so that called for another motel/pub night. I walked into the pub to be greeted by a fairly

old, yes, OK, older than me, fellow, and asked how much for a motel unit, “$95.00”, “bit expensive, is that the best you can do?”. “Looks like

you’ve had a long hot ride, how about $75.00”. “Done” I said. It was one of the biggest, best equipped rooms of my trip, and a reasonable

meal.

Mon. 18/4/2011

Mt. Magnet departure was at 7.55am. Looking forward to the latter part of today as I get to experience some hills with bends etc.. Bit of a

change from the last 3,000k’s.

I arrived at Ginger’s Road House, in Upper Swan, an old favourite of mine, this is just north of Perth, at 12.30pm, coffee and a bite to eat.

Off to Kelmscott, southern side of Perth on the Albany Highway and killed a little time ‘till my friends got home from work by putting my

bike through a car wash again.

Matt and Cathy’s place at 4.15pm. Spent the night with them, eating drinking and reminiscing.  Good to catch up with friends of nearly 20

years whom, because of us in Adelaide and them in Perth, we don’t see that often, great night.



Tues. 19/4/2011

Matt and Cathy’s son Tim, wanted me to go to his place of work to show me what happens there. He’s in the office of a company that builds

drill mining type rigs, a fairly big operation. Tim’s job is in sourcing components and equipment from various parts of the world to enable the

construction of these units. He’s just home from an exploratory trip to the US.

Righty O, left Tim and Perth at 8.30am and let the bike head east to Southern Cross, the home of our daughter and her husband.

On the way I stopped at a little town called Cunderdin for coffee. You’ve probably seen or heard of the Ettamogah pub on the East Coast of

Australia, fame of the cartoonist Ken Maynard, well, there is one in the west also.

    

It was quite cool riding today, the first cool day since day 3, nice change.

Arrived at Dee-Ann and Barry’s place, in Southern Cross, at 12.05pm. Once again, because of location, I don’t see my Daughter that often,

although her and her husband did come to S.A. for my 70th., so naturally it was good to catch up again, especially since we had a nice Weber

roast lamb, roast chicken and of course roast potatoes and vegies, that made it even more special.

Dee-Ann and Barry both work in the mining industry, she driving those huge dump trucks and her husband drives the excavators that load the

dump trucks. They are in the same mine, same shifts, so work together, making lots of money. Good luck to them.

Wed. 20/4/2011



Good relaxing day. Barry, when not at work, they do one week on and one week off, does a lot of prospecting, so today we went out to look at

some of his spots including one of his mate’s fairly large lease where they have been finding a reasonable amount of gold lately. He only gave

me a little sample, miserable bugger.

Thurs. 21/4/2011

Had a nice relaxing morning at Dee-Ann’s but as they had to head off to the mine site that afternoon, I decided to give them a bit of space

and left their place at 10.05am.

Passed the turn off to Kalgoorlie and continued on for lunch and fuel at Norseman.

   

Arrived at Caiguna just after sunset, had a meal and went around to the camping area to set up for the night. When I pulled up, a person

approached my bike and shone a torch. You would expect a comment, but for what seemed like an eternity, just the torch, then eventually,

may-be only a few seconds later, the voice in the dark said “an 1150RT, I’ve got one of those, I am camped behind the bush next to you”.

Turned out that he and his wife, Peter and Wendy Angel had joined the BMWOCSA only the month before I left for this trip. Small world,

especially as I saw them 2 days later in Ceduna.

A cool night here, in fact I awoke to fog the next morning. I was too lazy to erect my tent in the dark, so put my ground sheet down, self

inflatable mattress, sleeping bag and folded the ground sheet over the lot. Just as well with the night’s dampness, but I did have a

reasonable sleep.



Frid. 22/4/2011

Last day of the Nullarbor today with my intended stop over at Ceduna.

Some of my mates from the BMW Club were to ride up to Pt. Augusta, where I planned to be on Sunday 24th. but two of them were unable to

make it until the Monday and asked if I could delay my return by one day. That was fine by me so I figured that an extra day rest would be

better in Ceduna than Pt. Augusta, so booked there for 2 nights, with a bit of a hassle as it was Easter.

Sat. 23/4/2011

Lazy day in Ceduna, ride to Thevenard, walk around town, refuel bike and a coffee or two. Nice weather, quite a restful day. Even had an

afternoon nap, which I never do.

Sun. 24/4/2011

Left Ceduna at 8.45am., a later start as I haven’t got far to go today to Pt. Augusta. Booked into the Big 4 park which has very nice

amenities, lovely new camp kitchen, nice lounge area and very nice and clean toilet blocks.

In to town for a Chinese, back to camp to watch telly for a while and into bed for the last time of this trip. Whilst I was looking forward to

seeing Helena again, it was a bit sad that this was my last night on the road. You tend to get into a routine and now that was all coming to an

end. Never mind, have to plan my next adventure.



Mon. 25/4/2011 - Anzac Day

Left the Big 4 at 9.45am and filled in time by refuelling and another coffee while waiting for the “welcome home” party who rode up that

morning from Adelaide, after attending the Dawn Service, to meet me at 11.40am at the BP at The Causeway.

5 bikes with 6 people plus myself, left Pt. Augusta at about 1.00pm, headed south with quite heavy traffic, a quick stop at Pt. Wakefield and

then all to my home for a cuppa with nibbles and the end of my epic journey.

Both the bike and I had made it. It actually took me about 2 days to settle back into home life.

    

Some facts and figures

Left home on Sunday 3rd. April, 2011

Arrived home on Monday 25th. April, 2011

22 days in total of which 17 days was of travel and 5 days of rest,



to cover 12,882 kms., an average of 758 km. per day.

My longest day was from Mt. Isa in Qld. to Dunmarra in NT 990km

My shortest day was from Pt. Augusta to Home 283km.

Fuel costs worked out at $1,032.05 total.

Dearest was at Renner Springs in NT at $2.133

Cheapest was at Winton in western Qld. at $1.489

Food and drinks cost $628.50

Accommodation cost $644.30

Miscellaneous costs $103.05

Over the 22 days this worked out at an average of $109.45 per day

To summarise the whole trip, I would class it as a complete success for both the bike and me. In fact I had absolutely no trouble

with the bike what-so-ever, zero. During the early part of my trip I added 250ml. of oil and checked the tyre pressures once and

that was it.

Would I do it again?,  yes I would, but not just yet. In fact I have already planned my next trip, later this year or into next year.

If anyone would like further details I would be happy to elaborate.



My e-mail address is     normhelena@adam.com.au

My mobile phone number is    0409930500

Norm Watson


